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Jon Rafman, B5, Jurby West, United Kingdom, 2011. Courtesy the artist, M+B, and International Art Objects 

 
When Kohei Yoshiyuki went sneaking through Tokyo parks, snapping pictures of love-
makers and sexual dabblers under brush and beneath black skies, his images felt like a 
coup, something he could only get through stealth. When Sophie Calle slipped into other 
people’s hotel rooms and photographed their luggage, beds and shoes, the results were 
never boring because they were always illicit. But surveillance art doesn’t have to be 
covert anymore. Montreal-based photographer Jon Rafman knows this. Ever since 2007, 
when Google sent out its fleet of hybrid cars with pole-like cameras on their roofs, he has 
been keeping tabs on Google Street View and the always growing, systematic database 
of images taken without specific consent of those in the cities and neighborhoods 
documented. 
 



 
For his project 9-Eyes of Google Street View, Rafman began wading through this in-
progress database, looking for the uncanny accidents. He found a baby in Taipei crawling 
outside a seemingly empty Gucci store. He found a tiger in Boulder, Colorado, wandering 
through the parking lot of a boxy storehouse. Rafman could have taken other 
approaches to Street View art -- photographer Doug Rickard, who also culled from 
Google’s archive for his series The New American Picture, focused on the most 
downtrodden neighborhoods. But even if they document real socioeconomic injustice, 
Rickard’s images feel like politically slanted voyeurism made using a tool of the 
capitalism they criticize. Rafman’s, on the other hand, seem to undermine Google’s 
systematics altogether by zooming in on what Google could not have planned if it tried. 
His double-location exhibition Mirror Sites, up now at M+B Gallery in 
West Hollywood through June 23 and International Art Objects in Culver City through 
June 9, feature a selection of these images, blown up, slightly blown out, and fit into large 
white frames. One of the most shocking is not the image of a car fire or masked bandits, 
but the image from Jurby West in the U.K. of white and black horses running past an 
ancient cemetery with a gray seascape in the background. You do a double take with this 
one, because you don’t expect the clinical eye of Google to have caught something so 
classically sublime. 
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